Ras (CXXX) and Rab (CC/CXC) prenylation signal sequences are unique and functionally distinct.
Rab proteins typically lack the consensus carboxyl-terminal CXXX motif that signals isoprenoid modification of Ras and other isoprenylated proteins and, instead, terminate in either CC or CXC sequences (C = cysteine, X = any amino acid). To compare the functional relationship between the Ras CXXX and the Rab CC/CXC motifs, we have generated chimeric Ras proteins terminating in Rab carboxyl-terminal CC or CXC sequences. These mutant Ras proteins were not isoprenylated in vitro or in vivo, demonstrating that the CC and CXC sequences alone are not sufficient to replace a CXXX sequence to signal Ras isoprenoid modification. Surprisingly, chimeric Ras/Rab proteins terminating in significant lengths of carboxyl-terminal sequences from Rab1b (7-139 residues), Rab2 (5-151 residues), or Rab3a (12 residues) were also not isoprenylated. These results demonstrate that the sequence requirements for isoprenoid modification of Rab proteins are more complex than the simple tetrapeptide CXXX sequence for isoprenoid modification of Ras proteins and suggest that the Rab geranylgeranyl transferase(s) requires recognition of protein conformation to signal the addition of geranylgeranyl groups. Finally, competition studies demonstrate that a common geranylgeranyl transferase activity is responsible for the modification of Rab proteins terminating in CC or CXC motifs.